
Elvellon 
Bombastic Symphonic Metal made in Germany: Elvellon are about to take the world by storm! 

From its inception in 2010 on the quintet has stirred up the scene and has enthralled both its 
growing fan base as well as the music press with a captivating blend of catching guitars, 
thunderous drums and magnificent orchestration. As a result, renowned national magazines such 
as Orkus and Sonic Seducer took notice of the highly promising youngsters early on, while 
German Metal Hammer magazine even dubbed them “heroes of tomorrow”. Through their first 
online singles `Oraculum´ (2013) and `Born From Hope´ (2015) – which was accompanied by a 
masterfully crafted video clip by Mirko Witzki (Any Given Day, Caliban, Deadlock) that almost 
reached one million views on YouTube within the first year – the band proved that all premature 
praise had been well-deserved. The 2015 release of their self-produced 5-track EP “Spellbound” 
marked the first milestone of their career that sent critics from all over Europe into rapture. Live 
on stage, the synergy of Elvellon's powerfully performed soundscapes and vocalist Nele's angelic 
voice always strikes home, too, with the result of a variety of celebrated festival gigs over the 
recent past, including shows at prestigious German M'era Luna Festival and Wacken Winter 
Nights.   

  

After the first deal with the aspiring label Reaper Entertainment was inked, the course for 
Elvellon's conquest was set and things came thick and fast for them: 

Thanks to a hugely successful crowdfunding campaign, which reached almost double the 
funding goal, the band was able to finance their debut album ‘Until Dawn’. 

Within weeks of its release, it was sold about 2000 times so that re-pressing of ‘Until Dawn’ hat 
to commence only three months later. At the end of 2020 the next milestone in the band's history 
followed with a record deal with the Austrian label Napalm Records,  one of the biggest record 
labels of the independent scene. 

Uplifted by both the fans’ and the journalists’ outstandingly positive feedback Elvellon will 
carried on their conquest at festivals such as M'era Luna, Metal Hammer Paradise, Rock Fest 
Barcelona, Wacken Winter Nights and the Metalfest in Pilsen, Czech Republic and many other 
concert venues all over Europe. As far as milestones are concerned, there’s no end in sight!   
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Release date: 17.05.2024 
 

ELVELLON - where dreams unite with metallic power 
 

Rising symphonic metal band ELVELLON is set to release their second album, Ascending in 
Synergy, on May 17, 2024! The ten track offering marks the outfit’s Napalm Records debut, and 
is the successor to their highly acclaimed 2018 album Until Dawn and 2015 EP Spellbound. The 
official music video for the track “Born From Hope” from Until Dawn has reached 1.3M views on 
YouTube, and the EP version of the song has more than 2.5M Spotify streams. Dubbed as “heroes 
of tomorrow” by Metal Hammer Germany, ELVELLON has performed at several festival stages 
both in their home country of Germany and abroad, such as RockHarz Festival, M’era Luna and 
Rock Fest Barcelona to name a few, and has shared the stage with significant bands in the scene 
such as VISIONS OF ATLANTIS.  
 
Ascending in Synergy proves that this promising German unit is on top of their game and skillfully 
manages to balance the tightrope act between diving into the early beginnings of symphonic 
metal, yet splicing all songs with a contemporary vibe. Opening track “Unbound” impresses with 
skillful orchestral arrangements and vocalist Nele Messerschmidt’s extraordinary voice. The 
following “A Vagabond’s Heart” features an exciting intro and one of the catchiest choruses on 
the album. Dramatic and dark soundscapes and heavy riffs on songs like “Ocean Of Treason” and 
“The Aftermath Of Life” keep the listener in a tight grip. ELVELLON’s dreamlike, cinematic side 
shines especially bright on tracks like “Last Of Our Kind” and “The Aeon Tree”. Massive album 
finale “Epiphany Of Mine” closes Ascending in Synergy impactfully, leaving the listener wanting 
for more.   
 
Magical Ascending in Synergy proves that ELVELLON is one of the most promising current bands 
in the German Symphonic Metal scene. Join ELVELLON on an exciting journey between childlike 
wonders and hard-hearted bitterness! 
  


